Timeline for CIHR 2019-09 PROJECT Grant
(Applicant action items are in green boxes)

Contacts:
HRS (Faculty of Health Sciences) use the intake email: hsresadm@mcmaster.ca for Checklist delivery; SGA assigned
ROADS (all other faculty submissions): Virginia Viscardi viscardvl@mcmaster.ca

Wednesday Aug 14, 2019
Registration* deadline – Applicant must ‘Register’ online using Research NET (RNet)

Aug 14—or sooner
Applicant will receive e-mail after submitting a Registration; can start a Full Application on RNet
(INTERNAL deadline is noted when Project Details are entered and McMaster must be chosen as Institution Paid)

Monday, August 19 by 12:00 noon ET on RNet for (early) full review

Tuesday, September 3 by 12:00 noon ET** on RNet (mandatory)
**RNet INTERNAL Deadline; Applicant must hit ‘SUBMIT’ on Research Net; Checklist due in HRS/ROADS

Monday, September 9
Last day for HRS to return online application to Applicant

Wednesday, September 11
Applicant to hit ‘SUBMIT’ on RNet by 12:00 noon ET

January 22, 2020 (funding start date - April 1, 2020)
** Anticipated date for CIHR Announcement of PROJECT Grant competition results

* if you do not Register, you can NOT submit a full Application
** if you prefer an ADMIN review contact HRS by emailing hsresadm@mcmaster.ca and hit submit by RNet deadline
** anticipated results may be delayed dependent on review timelines